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Abstract

Media portraying violence is part of daily exposures. The extent to which violent media exposure impacts brain and
behavior has been debated. Yet there is not enough experimental data to inform this debate. We hypothesize that reaction
to violent media is critically dependent on personality/trait differences between viewers, where those with the propensity
for physical assault will respond to the media differently than controls. The source of the variability, we further hypothesize,
is reflected in autonomic response and brain functioning that differentiate those with aggression tendencies from others. To
test this hypothesis we pre-selected a group of aggressive individuals and non-aggressive controls from the normal healthy
population; we documented brain, blood-pressure, and behavioral responses during resting baseline and while the groups
were watching media violence and emotional media that did not portray violence. Positron Emission Tomography was used
with [18F]fluoro-deoxyglucose (FDG) to image brain metabolic activity, a marker of brain function, during rest and during
film viewing while blood-pressure and mood ratings were intermittently collected. Results pointed to robust resting
baseline differences between groups. Aggressive individuals had lower relative glucose metabolism in the medial
orbitofrontal cortex correlating with poor self-control and greater glucose metabolism in other regions of the default-mode
network (DMN) where precuneus correlated with negative emotionality. These brain results were similar while watching the
violent media, during which aggressive viewers reported being more Inspired and Determined and less Upset and Nervous,
and also showed a progressive decline in systolic blood-pressure compared to controls. Furthermore, the blood-pressure
and brain activation in orbitofrontal cortex and precuneus were differentially coupled between the groups. These results
demonstrate that individual differences in trait aggression strongly couple with brain, behavioral, and autonomic reactivity
to media violence which should factor into debates about the impact of media violence on the public.
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Introduction

While visual media is replete with images of violence, only a

small minority in the population engages in real-life violent

behavior. Critically, whether a person will act violently depends on

individual trait variations which play a prominent role in how

visual media is experienced and processed [1]. Therefore,

understanding the neurobiological underpinnings of those with

aggressive personality traits above the documented norms, is an

important prerequisite to the ongoing debate about media impact

on behavior [2]. Enduring trait aggression reflects self-report of

retaliatory motivation, with high face validity, where individuals

endorse questions regarding the degree of their readiness to hurt

others. It is emerging in the literature that aggressive individuals

differ from non-aggressive individuals in their baseline, trait-like,

neurobiological architecture [3], suggesting involvement of the

brain’s default mode network (DMN) [4,5]. The DMN forms a

distributed circuit of connected brain systems that shows high and

coherent metabolic activity or blood flow during awake yet passive

resting states which may represent internal and self-referential

processing [4–7]. The DMN includes regions typically spanning

the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and precuneus, lateral inferior

parietal gyrus (IPG), medial temporal gyrus (MTG), and

ventromedial prefrontal cortex, including the orbitofrontal cortex

(OFC) [8]. We hypothesize that at resting baseline, individuals

with high trait aggression will exhibit different brain metabolism

patterns in the DMN including its ventromedial prefrontal regions,
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revealing fundamentally different internal preoccupations than

those with normative trait aggression.

Stimuli with violent themes can prime, or perhaps facilitate

existing trait tendencies [1,9]. The General Aggression Model

(GAM) [10] outlines the processes by which exposure to violence

can cause aggressive behavior through the interplay of enduring

traits that drive internal states, coupled with congruent visual

stimuli from the environment (e.g., violent media). Therefore,

according to GAM, chronic exposure to violent images in the

media reinforces existing aggressive traits, thereby preparing the

individual towards future violence [11,12]. The OFC is specifically

involved in elements of aggressive behaviors [13–15] through its

role in prioritizing emotional cues according to intrinsic salience

[16]. Likewise, gray matter deficits in the OFC have been

observed in individuals with aggressive and violent behavior [17].

As such, we predict involvement of the OFC since it appears to be

specifically involved in response to repeated media violence

[18,19]. Individual differences in brain and behavior during visual

media viewing can be further understood in the context of self-

reported affective states and autonomic responses (or lack thereof)

[20,21]. For example, self-reported distress and systolic blood

pressure changes were observed in response to viewing violent

media [1,21]. Cortical representations of emotion-dependent

autonomic response (e.g., blood pressure) have been shown in

the OFC, anterior cingulate, and insula in response to viewing

violent media in healthy controls [22].

To test our hypotheses regarding baseline and media viewing

differences as a function of trait aggression, we recruited a group of

healthy aggressive individuals with a history of assault behavior

and a group of non-aggressive healthy controls. Measurements of

glucose metabolism with [18F]fluoro-deoxyglucose using positron

emission tomography (PET) were obtained at three conditions: at

resting baseline, during exposure to violent media, and during

exposure to emotional, non-violent media. Blood pressure (BP)

and behavioral ratings of state affect were collected intermittently

during the movie presentations. We expected that aggressive

individuals would have a distinct intrinsic brain activity pattern at

resting baseline and during passive viewing of the violent media

compared to emotional media.

Methods

Ethics Statement
This research protocol was approved by the ethical review

board of Stony Brook University and conducted accordingly. All

participants provided written informed consent prior to participa-

tion. Approval number BNL-381.

Participants
A total of 54 males who responded to advertisement for healthy

controls and healthy individuals with history of physical fights,

were evaluated for their physical assault tendencies and other

inclusion/exclusion criteria. Individuals were initially screened by

phone and then seen at Brookhaven National Laboratory by a

physician for general exclusion criteria which included current or

past psychiatric disorders (e.g., drug abuse or dependence),

neurological disease, significant medical illness, current treatment

with medication (including over the counter drugs) and head

trauma with loss of consciousness .30 minutes. Normal physical

examination and laboratory tests were required for entry and pre-

scan urine tests ensured the absence of any psychoactive drugs.

Individuals were classified as aggressive (Ag) or non-aggressive (Na)

depending on their responses on the Physical Aggression subscale

of the Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire (the physical aggres-

sion subscale correlates strongly with peer ratings of aggression

demonstrating its concurrent validity) [23]. Of these 54 partici-

pants, only individuals who reported physical fights in the last year

and scored at or higher than 75th percentile on the Physical

Aggression scale (Ag, n= 12) or those who reported they did not

engage in physical fights and scored at 50th percentile or below on

the Physical Aggression scale (Na, n= 13) were chosen for the

study (mean age 25.15) [23]. As planned, the participants differed

on Physical Aggression (Ag, mean6 standard error 33.561.2; Na,

14.561.0, p,.0001). They also differed significantly on the other

subscales of the Buss-Perry: Verbal Aggression (Ag, 18.861.0; Na,

11.661.2, p,.0001), Anger (Ag, 23.761.5; Na, 9.660.6, p,

.0001), Hostility (Ag, 23.162.0; Na, 11.860.9, p,.0001) and the

total score (Ag, 99.563.8; Na, 47.562.7, p,.0001). The two

groups did not differ on age, handedness [24], socio-economic

status [25], estimates of verbal and non-verbal intelligence [26,27],

and depression symptoms [28]. Participants were asked about their

media habits including the number of hours they watched TV per

day on weekdays and on weekends (Table 1). The participants

were monetarily compensated for their participation. It is

important to note that the staff performing the media exposure,

imaging, nursing, and questionnaire completion, were blind to the

subject’s assignment as aggressive or non-aggressive.

Personality and Behavioral Measures
In addition to the Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire, the

Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) [29], a three-

factor structural model of personality was used. As listed in

Table 1, the MPQ models three higher order dimensions of

personality: Negative Emotionality (NEM, or Neuroticism) reflect-
ing tendency toward emotional distress, alienation from others and

aggressive behavior; Positive Emotionality (PEM, or extraversion)

reflecting enduring positive affect through interpersonal engage-

ment, and Constraint measuring tendencies toward self-control.

Several lines of evidence have shown that high levels of NEM as

Neuroticism are robustly associated with violence and aggression

[30]. Similarly, individuals with elevated scores of NEM tend to

experience/report more frequent negative emotions such as anger

and anxiety, perceive their environment as hostile/unfair, and

often exhibit poor coping mechanisms in a stressful situation [31].

The three NEM sub-scales include Stress Reaction which is linked

to low frustration tolerance; Aggression which reflects the tendency

to respond with retaliatory response style; and Alienation which is

the most predictive primary scale of aggressive behavior. We also

assessed attention and inhibitory control using a performance

based measure, the Attention Network Task (ANT), that captures

reaction-time performance on Alerting (response readiness),

Orienting (scanning and selection), and Conflict (inhibitory

control) in attention [32].

Imaging Conditions and State Reactivity
There were three 40-minute imaging conditions: resting

baseline, where participants were instructed to rest with eyes

open, a video presentation of violent scenes, and a video

presentation of emotional scenes not portraying violence. The

two videos (violent and emotional) were edited from R-rated

movies and documentary films. The violent media presentation

contained 20 scenes of violent acts encompassing the depiction of

intentional acts of violence from one individual to another (e.g.

interpersonal, shootings, street fights). The emotional media

presentation contained 19 emotionally intense and action filled

but non-violent scenes (e.g. people interacting during a natural

disaster, sudden failures during competitive sports). The length of

each of the violent or emotional scenes was between 1–4 minutes;

Viewing Media Violence
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these scenes were separated by a black screen that appeared for

30 seconds which signaled the next scene. The level of valence and

intensity of each of the violent and emotional scenes was evaluated

internally in the laboratory (data not shown) for valence and

intensity and sequenced to optimize with the dynamics of FDG

uptake (most intense scenes during the first 10 minutes of FDG

uptake period). During the movie presentations, state levels of

emotional reactivity were assessed using the Positive and Negative

Affective Schedule (PANAS) with adjectives of mood states (ranked

from 1, slightly to 5, extremely) [33]. The PANAS was completed

by the subjects 5 minutes before the media presentations,

10 minutes into the presentations, and at the end of the media

presentations. Table 2 shows PANAS adjectives where differences

were found between the groups at p,0.05 during the violent as

compared to emotional media presentations. Systolic and diastolic

BP was monitored with a compression cuff that operated

automatically (Propaq Encore) on the participant’s non-dominant

arm starting 5 minutes before the imaging and continued

throughout the scanning sessions occurring at 5-minute intervals.

For Figure 1 systolic BP data was first averaged within each group

at each point in the time series during the violent and during the

emotional media presentation. Then, the percentage changes in

BP (delta) were calculated from the emotional to the violent media

within each group [(violent-emotional)/emotional].

PET Imaging
The 25 subjects were scanned 3 times with PET-FDG in

counterbalanced order on separate days and under 3 conditions:

resting baseline, violent scenes, non-violent emotional scenes. The

scanning procedure is standardized and was described before [34].

The violent and neutral video presentations started 10 min prior

to FDG injection and continued for a total of 40 min. PET

imaging was conducted with a Siemens HR+ tomograph

(resolution 4.564.564.5 mm3 full-width half-maximum, 63 slices)

in 3D dynamic acquisition mode. Static emission scan started

35 min after FDG injection and continued for the next 20 min.

Arterialized blood was used to measure FDG in plasma. During

the uptake period of FDG, subjects were resting with eyes open (no

stimulation) or watching a movie (violent or emotional) in a quiet

dimly lit room with a nurse by their side to ensure that they did not

fall asleep. Metabolic rates were computed using an extension of

Sokoloff’s model [35]. The emission data for all the scans were

corrected for attenuation and reconstructed using filtered back

projection.

Table 1. Demographics, personality, inhibitory control, and media exposure as a function of trait aggression.

Demographicsa Ag Na Statistics

Age 24.960.8 25.460.8 t23 =20.4, P = 0.69

Laterality Quotient 0.8660.07 0.9260.02 t21 =20.8, P = 0.42

SES 42.863.2 44.763.4 t21 =20.3, P = 0.69

WRAT-3 105.162.9 110.762.5 t21 =21.4, P = 0.16

MATRIX 10.760.7 12.560.6 t21 =21.8, P = 0.08

BDI 7.061.3 4.660.90 t21 =21.5, P = 0.15

Personality

Negative Emotionality 28.162.5 7.962.3 t21 =5.8, P=0.0001

Alienation 7.161.4 1.760.57 t21 =3.7, P=0.001

Aggression 13.761.0 3.661.1 t21 =6.3, P=0.0001

Stress Reaction 7.160.95 2.560.90 t21 =3.5, P=0.002

Positive Emotionality 51.264.1 47.662.5 t21 = .73, P = 0.463

Well Being 8.360.60 8.560.62 t21 =2.15, P = 0.877

Social Potency 17.661.8 11.661.5 t21 = 2.5, P = 0.021

Social Closeness 13.061.9 14.061.9 t21 =2.38, P = 0.706

Achievement 12.161.3 13.461.2 t21 =2.68, P = 0.501

Inhibitory Control

Constraint 44.463.9 51.162.8 t21 =21.40, P = 0.176

Control 14.061.3 19.060.99 t21 =22.98, P =0.007

Harm Avoidance 14.062.4 17.561.8 t21 =21.16, P = 0.256

ANT

Alerting 35.8619.0 26.566.8 t21 = .55, P = 0.615

Orienting 26.368.2 44.668.9 t21 =21.45, P = 0.159

Conflict 188.2621.1 95.567.2 t21 =4.6, P=0.002

Media Exposure (hours of TV viewed per day)

On weekdays 3.961.4 3.562.1 t21 = .62, P = 0.798

On weekend 5.662.6 4.262.4 t21 = 1.05, P = 0.278

Most time in a given day 10.864.8 9.461.9 t21 = 1.21, P = 0.310

aMeans 6 Standard Error, SES: socioeconomic status, WRAT-3: estimate of verbal intelligence, MATRIX: estimate of non-verbal intelligence; BDI: Beck Depression
Inventory; ANT attention network task.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.t001
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Image and Data Analyses
Prior to the analysis, each participant’s PET image was mapped

onto the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template and

smoothed via a Gaussian kernel with full width half maximum at

16 mm. Normalized metabolic images were analyzed using

Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) [36]. The normalized

images (relative images) were obtained by dividing the signal level

of each voxel by the global mean, which was the average signal

level of all voxels in the PET image. Analyses were performed in

SPM8 with a flexible factor model design with one between-

subject factor (Ag and Na groups) and one within-subject factor

(baseline, violent, emotional conditions). Main effects of group

were tested separately (Figure 2) as well as group x condition

interactions. The cluster threshold used was p,0.001, cluster

extent .100; given the number of subjects, these parameters were

chosen to ensure a minimum of t = 3.00 for each cluster reported.

After the SPM results were obtained, cubic regions of interest

(ROIs) with 125 voxels were centered at the peak coordinates of

relevant activation clusters to compute average metabolic values

within these ROIs. Pearson linear correlations were used to assess

the association between average ROI measures and BP.

Table 2. Statistical Parametric Mapping results showing the clusters where normalized brain metabolism was significantly
different as a function of aggression.

Gyrus, Brodman Area (BA)
Talairach Coordinates
(x, y, z) Cluster size Z-valuea

BASELINE (no media)

Ag$Na

Superior Temporal, BA 38 236, 24, 236 210 4.79

Inferior Parietal, BA 40 254, 246, 54 1960 5.75

Inferior Parietal, BA 40 42, 260, 44 5.16

Inferior Parietal 232, 250, 50 5.43

Sensory Motor Area (SMA) 28, 214, 64 4.13

Caudate 14, 26, 22 996 4.31

Posterior Cingulate, BA 30 218, 258, 8 5.15

Precuneus 214, 246, 44 5.03

Precuneus 4, 258, 50 4.73

Cuneus, BA 19 4, 276, 34 1500 5.46

Calcarine Gyrus 14, 276, 16 4.75

Superior Occipital Gyrus 222, 272, 24 4.81

Cerebellum 26, 288, 236 5.36

Ag,Na

Orbitofrontal, BA 11 4, 50, 232 1849 5.27

Hippocampus 218, 0, 238 4.98

Posterior Cerebellum 40, 266, 240 3795 4.31

Cerebellum V 14, 272, 236 4.13

VIOLENT MEDIA

Ag.Na

Superior Temporal, BA 38 52, 18, 228 4.68

Medial Temporal Pole 236, 22, 236 613 5.11

Inferior Parietal, BA 40 232, 236, 36 535 4.62

Fusiform Gyrus, BA 37 234, 262, 28 2279 4.36

Superior Occipital Gyrus 224, 276, 22 4.15

Lingual Gyrus 22, 254, 2 4.18

Caudate 14, 26, 22 436 4.38

Ag,Na

Gyrus rectus, BA 11 2, 54, 230 924 5.20

Orbitofrontal, BA 11 22, 34, 226 3.91

Cerebellum 28, 290, 236 6.12

EMOTIONAL MEDIA

Ag.Na

Lingual, BA 18 220, 256, 4 2540 4.61

aBased on SPM8 cluster threshold of P,0.001, extent .100.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.t002
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The behavior and personality indices (Table 1) were analyzed

using independent-samples t-tests Bonferroni corrected for multi-

ple comparisons [37]. The changes in BP (delta) were calculated

from the emotional to the violent media within each group

[(violent-emotional)/emotional] (Figure 1). We tested whether the

progressive change in systolic BP was significantly different

between the groups with a general linear model (GLM), where

time points and group were independent variables while the BP

Figure 1. Systolic blood pressure response to violent media. Ag (red) individuals show reduction in systolic blood pressure while watching
the violent media versus Na (blue) individuals who show progressive increase in systolic blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure measures were
averaged for each group at each time point and a percent change and a trend line were calculated (Y-axis). Error bars (joined and filled) reflect the
standard deviation of the data that are presented.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.g001

Figure 2. Glucose metabolism in response to media condition. Left panel: Relative glucose metabolism (Y-axis) in Ag (red) and Na (blue) in
response to the violent media. On the left of the dotted line are results from Ag.Na contrast and on the right of the dotted line are results from the
Ag,Na contrast. Right panel: Glucose metabolism results in response to the emotional media Ag.Na. There were no significant results for Ag,Na.
Standard error is presented in the corresponding error bars.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.g002
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delta was the dependent variable. Two separate linear regression

models were fitted within each group and used to test whether the

delta in BP changed significantly over time and whether the slopes

were significantly different between the groups. Analysis of

PANAS responses to the violent and emotional media presenta-

tions was done by calculating differences in responses between

violent and emotional presentations at 3 time points (pre, 10 min

and end) using a GLM (Table 2).

Results

Traits, Inhibitory Control, and Resting Metabolism
As documented in Table 1, the groups were not different on

demographics and media exposure and no differences were found

on MPQ personality traits of PEM which includes the subscales

Well Being, Social Potency, Social Closeness and Achievement. Not

surprisingly, the groups were substantially different on Negative
Emotionality and inhibitory control. Individuals from the Ag

group, reported more NEM, with high scores on the NEM

subscales, Alienation, Aggression and Stress Reaction. The Ag

group also demonstrated poor inhibitory control, reporting less

self-Control on the MPQ and also showed increased latency to

respond specifically in the Conflict condition of the ANT. This

performance measure of inhibitory control correlated with self-

reported aggression such that more latency as a result of conflict in

attention was seen in those with more trait aggression as measured

by two different self-report scales (Buss-Perry Physical Aggression
scale r = .76, P,0.0001, and MPQ Aggression (r = .66, P,0.001).

The normalized brain metabolic measures were characterized

by robust group effects at resting baseline, involving hyperactivity

in the DMN and caudate, and dampened OFC metabolism in Ag

as compared to Na (Table 2). These resting metabolic measures in

precuneus correlated positively across participants with NEM

(R= .56, p,.01) and negatively with Control (R=2.46, 0,.05)

whereas those in OFC showed the opposite pattern revealing a

negative correlation with NEM (R=2.40, p,.05) and positive

correlation with Control (R= .48, p,.05).

Glucose Metabolism and Mood Reactivity during Media
Viewing
Listed in Table 2 are the main effects of group for each

condition separately. These results show similar group differences

at resting baseline than for the comparisons during violent media

presentation, involving hyperactivity in the DMN and caudate,

and dampened OFC metabolism in Ag than Na participants

(Figure 2, left panel). While viewing the emotional media

presentation, the only significant difference between groups was

higher glucose metabolism in bilateral lingual gyrus in the Ag

group (Figure 2, right panel). Group x condition interactions were

not significant at our threshold or at a reduced threshold of p,

0.005.

As documented in Table 3, differences emerged between the

groups in state reactivity 10 minutes into and at the end of the

media presentations. During the violent media presentation as

compared to the emotional media presentation, Ag participants

when compared with the Na participants reported feeling less

Upset (Figure 3) and Nervous and more Inspired and Determined
(Table 3). In-line with the mood reactivity data, there were

divergent responses between the groups in systolic BP across time.

In the Na group, percent BP change progressively increased over

time (t16 = 3.26, p = 0.002) while in the Ag group, systolic BP

progressively decreased (t16 =24.23, p = 0.0003) in response to the

violent media as compared to emotional media (Figure 1). A

comparison of the trend lines between the groups shows that the

trend lines were significantly opposite (F1, 32 = 27.60, p,0.0001).

Systolic and diastolic BP did not differ between the groups at

resting baseline (p.0.05). Diastolic BP was not different between

the groups in any of the conditions.

Table 3. Emotional reactivity during the violent media presentation.

PANASa Ag Na F and post hoc

Upset F1,23 = 6.58, P = 0.02

pre 160 160

10 min. 1.6760.19 2.6960.36 Ag,Na**

End 1.3360.19 2.0860.26 Ag,Na**

Nervous F1,23 = 3.64, P = 0.07

pre 1.5860.29 1.5460.24

10 min. 1.2560.13 2.0860.26 Ag,Na**

End 1.3360.14 260.25 Ag,Na*

Inspired F1,23 = 4.64, P = 0.04

pre 2.5860.34 2.3160.31

10 minutes 2.2560.39 1.3160.17 Ag.Na*

End 2.3360.45 1.6160.24

Determined F1,23 = 7.56, P = 0.01

pre 3.4260.40 2.6260.33

10 min. Ag.Na**

End 3.0860.47 1.7760.28 Ag.Na**

aPANAS of response during violent media presentation using adjectives that demonstrated differences between the groups during the violent compared to emotional
media; mean 6 standard error.
*p,0.05,
**p,0.01.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.t003
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To examine the coupling of BP with glucose metabolism

between the groups, we conducted ROI analyses to assess the

correlation between regional metabolism during the violent media

exposure and changes in systolic BP at time 37 (when most

accentuated differences in BP were found between groups, as

shown in Figure 1). In the Na, increases in BP were positively

associated with increased metabolism in the right OFC (x= 22,

y = 34, z =226; r = 0.74; p,0.005) whereas the correlation was

negative in (r =20.56, p,0.005) (Figure 4) in whom decreases in

BP were also associated with metabolism in precuneus (R=2.81,

p,.001). That is, in Na participants increases in BP were

associated with higher metabolism in OFC whereas in Ag

participants decreases in BP were associated with increased

metabolism in the OFC and precuneus.

Discussion

This study documented brain, behavior, and blood-pressure

response as a function of trait aggression. Results showed that Ag

had heightened traits of NEM and poor inhibitory control

compared to Na. These constitutional differences between the

groups were apparent in their brain function at resting baseline

and during the violent media viewing, where Ag had higher

relative metabolism in the retrosplenial DMN, and lower relative

metabolism in OFC, gyrus rectus, and posterior cerebellum. While

watching the violent compared to emotional media, the Ag viewers

reported being more Inspired and Determined, less Upset and

Nervous, and showed a progressive decline in systolic blood-

pressure compared with controls in whom systolic BP increased.

Furthermore, the BP findings were differentially coupled with

glucose metabolism between the groups. While viewing violent

media, increased blood-pressure in Na was associated with

increased metabolism in OFC; in Ag, the observed reduced

blood-pressure was associated with increased metabolism in this

same region and also in the precuneus.

The Value of Pre-Selection Based on Abnormal
Aggression Traits
In pre-selecting participants based on trait aggression this study

revealed important baseline differences in brain and behavior

compared with controls. Elevated trait aggression is found

specifically in individuals with associated disorders, such as

antisocial personality disorder and intermittent explosive disorder,

as it has straightforward face validity [38]. In addition to elevated

trait aggression, Ag also reported more Alienation and Stress
Reaction and demonstrated poor inhibitory control, as measured

by the ANT conflict [39], which are part of externalizing

behaviors in adults [40]. Studies show that inhibitory control (as

documented here using the ANT) play an important role in violent

media effects and aggression [41]. Similarly, high levels of NEM as

Neuroticism have shown robust connections with violence and

aggression [30]. These results on characterizing personality in trait

Figure 3. Time-course of emotional reactivity. Self-report of being
Upset immediately before, during, and at the end (EOV) of the violent
media viewing. Standard error is presented in the corresponding error
bars.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.g003

Figure 4. Coupling of blood pressure response with glucose metabolism in the OFC between the groups. On the y-axis is response in
the OFC response to violent media compared with emotional media; on the x-axis is systolic BP change between violent media compared with
emotional media at time 37 into the media viewing.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107260.g004
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aggression, lend support to the GAM theory, documenting the

specificity of trait aggression in its effects on other personality traits

[42] and their potential cognitive substrates. Those who endorse

few or no aggression items, hence, the Na group, scored at the

norms in NEM and PEM, demonstrating that it is normative to

endorse very few aggression questions, providing an adequate

control for Ag. Importantly, PEM and its subscales were

comparable between the groups, perhaps validating a character-

ization of trait aggression specifically involving NEM while having

normative PEM [42]. Supportive of the GAM theory on the role

of traits in media viewing, these trait results are important in

setting the context of brain metabolism comparisons between the

groups.

Characterization of Trait Aggression through Resting
Brain Metabolism
The most robust finding in this study is relative hyperactivity of

the DMN during resting baseline with relative hypoactivity of the

OFC and cerebellum in Ag compared to Na. The documented

over-activity in components of the DMN may reflect a neural

marker of enduring traits fostering inwardly directed attention to

self-referential information stemming from years of social and

cognitive learning [43]. Each of the DMN nodes and their

network is associated with awareness and conscious information

processing [44], mental imagery, perspective taking, and autobio-

graphical memory retrieval [45–47] needed to facilitate an

enduring brain activity pattern of behavioral patterns (i.e., trait)

[48,49]. Several studies mapped DMN regions with trait profiles;

for example, Neuroticism (NEM in this study), was associated with

lower volumetric measures and lower metabolism of the OFC

[50,51] in line with our results of hypoactive OFC in Ag.

Conducting direct correlations between resting metabolism and

NEM as well as with trait Control, we found that the lower resting

metabolism in the OFC the higher were NEM and lower Control
scores. In contrast the higher resting metabolism in precuneus the

higher was NEM and lower Control trait scores. Supporting this

finding are recent findings of higher precuneus with reduced

conscientiousness and openness [49] both associated with NEM

and characteristic of those with high trait aggression.

Other over activated regions at baseline among Ag participants

included the sensory motor area and caudate. One could speculate

that this increased activity during rest would have a role in

compromised responses during a cognitive task. A recent study

proposed that striatal dopamine circuits, particularly the caudate,

may provide a mechanism for the active suppression of the DMN

under conditions that require increased processing of external

stimuli (e.g., an attention demanding cognitive task) relative to

internal, self-directed processing [52]. This might be related to a

recent finding where heightened trait aggression is associated with

reduced dopamine in striatum [53] and that striatal dopamine

influences the DMN to affect shifting between internal states and

cognitive demands [54].

Brain Metabolism during Violent Media Viewing
The fusiform gyrus was uniquely activated during violent media

viewing in Ag, perhaps suggesting increased attention to facial

representation of socially relevant cues [55]. Aside from the

fusiform activation, while viewing the violent media presentation,

the Ag participants compared with the Na showed similar patterns

of activation as they had during resting baseline. As such, it

appears that DMN regions are active during passive viewing of

visual stimuli (e.g., movie) [56,57]. We postulate that the violent

media condition reflects congruence between the trait and the

visual stimuli, such that the stimuli are syntonic (oscillating

together) with internal processing, perhaps indicating personal

experience with this material. Since resting baseline refers to mind

wondering, it could be that participants in the Ag group have had

aggressive thoughts that were instigating similar brain networks as

during violent media viewing. A study in children during exposure

to violent media documented engagement of the posterior

cingulate and hippocampi, which was postulated to link memory

and emotion to motor activation integrating existing aggression-

related thoughts, thereby making them strongly accessible scripts

over time [58]. The amygdala is a likely target for cortical arousal

in violence viewing. Mathiak and Weber (2006) documented

amygdala activation during active game-play in fMRI environ-

ment [59]. Their activation pattern showed signal decrease in the

amygdala during players’ virtual violent behavior. Our study did

not document amygdala responses possibly as a result of the

passive nature of the viewing violent media or alternatively,

amygdala was not documented because of the temporal resolution

differences between PET and fMRI.

Hypoactivity of the Orbitofrontal Cortex
In our study, the Ag participants showed a pattern of reduced

OFC activity relative to the Na in the both resting baseline and

violent media conditions. The OFC plays a role in externalizing/

impulsive behavior, and regulating emotional and social behavior

[13,60–64]. Specific damage to the OFC is associated with

impulsive and aggressive behavior [64], and individuals with such

damage show little control over their emotions as well as limited

awareness of the moral implications of their actions, and poor

decision making [65]. Impulsive aggressive personality disordered

patients demonstrate impaired emotion regulation, and exhibit

blunted prefrontal, including OFC, metabolism in response to a

serotonergic challenge [66]. Deficits in the orbitofrontal lobes as

represented by atrophy, lesion, or hypoactive metabolism have

been observed across a number of psychiatric populations prone to

aggression (e.g., antisocial personality disorder, psychopathy,

borderline personality disorder, intermittent explosive disorder)

[66–68] and suggest that OFC hypo-function may be a common

mechanism underlying the pathophysiology of aggressive behavior

in general (e.g., both impulsive and premeditated forms).

Hypoactivity of the OFC in this study and its correlation with

high NEM and low Control scores further support the reliable

implication of OFC in the externalizing continuum.

This OFC hypoactivity is consistent with other studies where

exposure to violent media is associated with decreased OFC

activation. In a study that examined components of the fronto-

parietal network in response to aggressive video cues, reduced

levels of OFC activation were found [19]. It is possible that OFC

hypoactivation reflects desensitization to violence and disrupts the

process of moral evaluation of the violent visual stimuli [69].

Familiarity with violent material could breed desensitization

[69–71]. It could be that Ag have exhibited reduced inhibition and

blunted evaluative categorization of violent stimuli as supported in

other studies [71] such that they demonstrate a response

(physiological/behavioral/cortical) that is suggestive of an overall

desensitization to media violence [72,73].

Under-reactive Emotional and Autonomic Response to
Violent Media
There is further evidence in this study supporting the

desensitization hypothesis. The Ag group reported being less

Nervous and Upset and more Inspired and Determined during the

media violence (compared with emotional media) while their

systolic BP progressively decreased. In stark contrast, The Na

mood and BP responses to the violent media may be associated
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with a threat evaluation producing sympathetic activation,

resulting in BP increase in the Na group. In a study with healthy

adolescents, participants viewing violent movie clips experienced

increased BP compared to baseline; however, prior exposure to

violence was associated with lowered BP [21]. Autonomic under-

arousal to threat stimuli has been documented in individuals who

exhibit low levels of fear [74]. Angered subjects permitted to

commit aggression against the person who had annoyed them

often display a drop in systolic blood pressure. They seem to have

experienced a physiological relaxation, as if they had satisfied their

aggressive urges [75,76].

Indeed, the documented pattern of BP under-reactivity in Ag

was associated with hypoactivations in the OFC (Figure 3) and

hyperactivation of the precuneus. Behaviorally-evoked changes in

cardiovascular (e.g., blood pressure, heart rate) and cardiac-

autonomic (e.g., heart rate variability) activity are correlated

directly with neural activity within areas of the anterior cingulate

cortex, OFC, medial prefrontal cortices, and the amygdala and

often in interaction with activity in the insula, and relay regions of

the thalamus and brainstem [22,77,78]. Based on neuroimaging

and lesion evidence, a neurobiological model of cardiovascular

reactivity shows that physiological and behavioral reactions are

instantiated in the corticolimbic brains systems (e.g., medial/

prefrontal corticies, insula, and amygdala) [79]. Afferent feedback,

appraised by the OFC is integral in generation of somatic markers

which trigger an emotional response, subsequently biasing overt

behavior [80]. It is important to note here, that these results are

relative to responses to emotional media viewing. It appears from

our results that non-violent, yet emotionally salient action stimuli

increase BP in the Ag individuals, whereas violent stimuli have the

opposite effect of decreasing BP in these individuals. The

specificity of hypo-response to violent content supports our

assertion that the effects of violent media on individuals depend

on theme-related traits, in this case aggression, and the brain of the

beholder.

Caveats
There are several limitations in this study that constrain our

interpretation power and generalizability. First, there may have

been too few participants in the study to ascertain group by

condition interactions and to conduct correlations between trait

and brain measures. Second, the inclusion of males only in this

study was done to control for potentially differential emotional

reaction patterns of activation as a function of sex. However, this

approach prevents us from making any claims about female

response to violent media. Future studies must include females.

Third, the experimental design did not include an acute test of

aggression following the media condition. Future studies could

include such a test to document aggressive responses following

violent media as a function of brain response during the violent

media. Fourth, there are brain activity results during violent video

games finding anterior cingulate involvement [59,81]. These

results may not be comparable to this study since playing video

games requires task-dependent active attention compared to

passive attention maintained during movie viewing as we show

in our results; therefore more studies are needed to distinguish

responses to media sources requiring active attention such as video

games from those requiring only passive attention as movie scenes

[82].
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